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Student Name: BUCKLAND D
Year Level: 8
Date of Test: 10/03/2006
Test Name: The Accident
Percentile: 85
Year Level of Reference Group: 8
Stanine: 7
TORCH Score: 63.4 ± 4.2
Previous TORCH Score: ±

Description of selected items

Infer emotion from a few scattered clues and from the writer’s tone

Reconstruct the writer’s general message from specific statements

Draw an interface using knowledge of cultural values

Draw together several pieces of implied information to infer a relationship that is not directly stated
Locate a single piece of explicitly stated information when there is closely competing information
Locate explicitly stated information when the information is not prominent
Draw together pieces of explicitly stated information to infer a relationship
Provide a detail in the presence of competing answers
Draw together pieces of explicitly stated information across sentences
Draw together information across sentences to infer a relationship
Provide a main detail of a story given multiple explicit references
Complete rephrased sentences
Complete very simple wordings
Complete sentences copied verbatim
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